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The EDUREFORM Innovation Manager will be involved in the Curricula Team in order to
outreach the highest number of stakeholders dealing with education system in India.
The Innovation Manager will participate in the preparation and implementation of
projects’ milestones and events and also in the Empowerment Camp.
The Innovation Manager will acquire international exposure need to analyze innovative
teaching methodology in education in different cultural context like the European HEIs.
Overall the Innovation Manager need to analyze innovative teaching methodologies which
could mitigate the impact of the fourth industrial revolution on Indian labor force.
General Job description
•
Manage relationships with key internal and external stakeholders of the
EDUREFORM project
•
Apply approaches and model behaviors that enable the University to be an
innovation organization
•
Brainstorm new operational capabilities, programs and processes to further evolve
the organization’s operations within the customer service, technology and consumer
electronics industry,
•
Facilitate brainstorming sessions and build other repeatable processes to generate
new ideas, leveraging other humane resources to acquire innovative thinking
•
Assess the fit to make recommendations for new ideas, manage the prioritization
process of them and determine resources needed for concept testing initiatives in
education settings

Education
Post-Graduate in Education or related disciplines

Work Experience
Not required

Transversal skills
Critical, innovative and reflective Thinking
Reasoned Decision Making
Self-Motivation
Intercultural Understanding
Specifically:
Strong leadership and people management skills
Be persuasive with strong relationship building skills to gain acceptance and credibility
for new ideas
Possess strong presentation preparation and delivery skills
Excellent communicator with strong oral and written presentation skills

To view the detailed Job description: https://soe.unipune.ac.in
Integrate in the EDUREFORM Curricula Team as Innovation Managers, four young
talents at Indian consortium universities.
The mission of the EDUREFORM Innovation Managers will be to outreach the highest
number of stakeholders dealing with education system in India.
As explained above, the Innovation Managers would contribute to expand the impact of
the project, becoming the backbone of the EDUREFORM sustainability plan. The
Innovation Manager will participate in the preparation and implementation of projects’
milestones and events. Each Indian and European institution would appoint an
experienced tutor to ensure the productivity of the Innovation Managers. As training and
empowering measure, the Innovation Managers would participate to the 2nd and 3rd
Empowerment Camp. Innovation Managers would acquire international exposure –
analyzing how teacher education in conducted at European HEIs, and investigating
innovative teaching methodologies which could mitigate the impact of the fourth
industrial revolution on Indian labor force. To ensure the creation of synergies and
interdependences between the Innovation Managers, the young talents would held
regular videoconference meetings, with the following objectives:
Coordinate: ensure the correct circulation of information, ideas and exchange of best
practices.
- Plan joint activities merging their expertise and ideas.
The Innovation Managers would play a pivotal role in the execution of all the projects’
activities:
- Support Indian HEIs and schools in delivering academic modules and vocational
trainings.
- Coordinate the creation of the know-how Manual EDUREFORM: Reforming Teacher
Education.

- Be active actors in the creation of the EDUREFORM MOOC DISTANCE LEARNING –
vocational e-training for in-service teachers.
- Help projects partners to execute the visibility events/outputs of the projects.
- Organize additional dissemination and exploitation events/outputs.
- Contribute to the intellectual outputs of the project (e.g. prepare scientific papers,
article for magazine, attend conference, etc.)
Key outputs and outcomes:
-

Long term investment: include young human resources in the projects’ team.
Provide full time experts entirely dedicated to the qualitative implementation of the
work packages. Provide impetus and enthusiasm in the EDUREFORM team.
Empower human resources which would have strategic interest in the
continuation of EDUREFORM activities after the funded period.
Create young leaders to ensure durable institutional impact of EDUREFORM at
Indian HEIs.

Salary
The Innovation Manager will work 240 days a year (20 days a month), with 33 Euro/ INR
2587 per day, INR 6,21,086 per year. (Final decision will be taken by Selection
committee)
What we offer you
We are committed to creating a diverse and inclusive workplace where all employees feel
that they can be the real and authentic selves whilst being treated with dignity and
respect. We are an equal opportunity employer who will review your application based
solely on your skills, experience & potential.
How to Apply - Applicant should send their application at soesppu@gmail.com and
upload a CV with scanned copies of all relevant documents pertaining towards
educational qualification, work experience certificate (if any) and a separate motivation
letter in a single PDF file to explain your personal motivation to apply for this job.
Without both of these your application will be incomplete.
Last date of Application- 18 June 2021

Asking for additional information and/or clarifications
Qualification: Telephone number: Email address: Location address: -
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